TOURISM DEVELOPMENT PROJECT OF TABLES FOR CREATING POTENTIAL OF REGIONAL TOURISM

Summary

Tourism potential of the region (for example; county, province, town) is mainly considered from tourism development side, which includes tourism accommodation, gastronomy, and transport accessibility. That information is necessary for conducting regional policy in the sphere of tourism. Providing information about tourism infrastructure can take different forms. Next to traditional form, electronic media are widely used, especially Internet. One of the frequently used forms, of providing necessary information of specified field, is tables. Commonly known are mathematical, physical, chemical, astronomical, geographic and historic tables. They present compendium of selected information of the specified field, complied in the precise order of selected thematic fields.

The study presents its own project of tables of tourist accommodation. Main thematic sections are specified in the study, and within them, subjective and question issues. A set of tables shown in the project, is completed with reference to particular region (for example; county), required physical and administrative maps, and also determining the basic statistical sizes. Presented in the study project is illustrated for bieszczadzki county.
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